We describe a method of selective generation and study of polarization moments of up to the highestrank 2F possible for a quantum state with total angular momentum F. The technique is based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation with frequency-modulated light. Various polarization moments are distinguished by the periodicity of light-polarization rotation induced by the atoms during Larmor precession and exhibit distinct light-intensity and frequency dependences. We apply the method to study polarization moments of 87 Rb atoms contained in a vapor cell with antirelaxation coating. Distinct ultranarrow (1-Hz wide) resonances, corresponding to different multipoles, appear in the magneticfield dependence of the optical rotation. The use of the highest-multipole resonances supported by a given system has important applications in quantum and nonlinear optics and in magnetometry. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.90.253001 PACS numbers: 32.80.Bx, 95.75.Hi High-rank polarization moments (PM) and associated high-order coherences have recently attracted considerable attention (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and references therein) due to their role in enhancing optical nonlinearities crucial in many applications such as electromagnetically induced transparency [9], quantum gates [10], photonic switches [11] , and atomic magnetometry [12, 13] .
High-rank polarization moments (PM) and associated high-order coherences have recently attracted considerable attention (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and references therein) due to their role in enhancing optical nonlinearities crucial in many applications such as electromagnetically induced transparency [9] , quantum gates [10] , photonic switches [11] , and atomic magnetometry [12, 13] .
Signatures of high-order atomic PM have been detected using various techniques [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] . Here we describe a more direct method than has been used previously, by which one can selectively induce, control, and study any possible multipole moment in real time. We have applied the method, based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation with frequency-modulated light (FM NMOR) [14] , to 87 Rb atoms in a paraffin-coated cell, verifying the expected power and spectral dependences of the resonant signals and obtaining a quantitative comparison of relaxation rates for the even-rank moments.
The density matrix in the M; M 0 representation for a state with total angular momentum F can be decomposed into PM of rank 0 . . . 2F, uncoupled under spatial rotations, with components q ÿ . . . :
where h. . . j . . .i indicate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (see, for example, [15] ). For a given choice of quantization axis, jqj Þ 0 components of the PM are related to coherences between Zeeman sublevels for which M M ÿ M 0 q, while q 0 components depend on sublevel populations. Thus, coherences M;M 0 contribute to all PM with jMj and a jMj 2F coherence is uniquely associated with the highest PM for a given state, e.g., the quadrupole moment ( 2) for F 1 or the hexadecapole ( 4) for F 2. The method introduced here exploits the different axial symmetries of the PM (twofold and fourfold for the quadrupole and hexadecapole, respectively; Fig. 1 ) to selectively create and detect them (see also [3] [4] [5] [6] ).
While multipole moments of rank 2 can be easily generated and detected with weak light (since photons have spin one), higher-rank moments require multiphoton interactions for both production and detection. In the present method, we use a single laser beam (which is still of sub-mW power) for the nonlinear interactions required to pump and probe the high-multipole moments.
In our experiment, atoms are polarized in an interaction with the laser beam (whose diameter is much smaller than the vapor cell dimensions), then leave the beam and bounce around the cell while undergoing Larmor precession, and finally return into the laser beam region where they are probed by the laser light. The light is frequency modulated, causing the optical pumping and probing to FIG. 1. Surfaces for which the distance to the origin in a given direction is proportional to the probability of finding the projection M F along this direction [16] . Plotted are atomic states each consisting of population in addition to (a) quadrupole ( (Fig. 3) [17] .
P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S
Our experimental setup (Fig. 2 ) employs isotopically enriched 87 Rb. The central laser frequency is tuned near various hfs components of the D1 line. The typical light power is a few hundred W and the laser beam diameter is 3 mm. The laser frequency is modulated at m =2 from 50 Hz to 1 kHz, and the frequency modulation amplitude is approximately 40 MHz (peak to peak). The vapor cell is 10 cm in diameter and has an antirelaxation coating and no buffer gas [18, 19] . The cell is surrounded with four layers of magnetic shielding. A system of coils inside the innermost shield is used to compensate the residual fields (at a level & 0:1 G) and first-order gradients and to apply a well-controlled, arbitrarily directed magnetic field to the atoms [20] . This allows observation of FM NMOR resonances with magnetic-field widths of about 1 G in the low-light-intensity limit. Fig. 4(b) ] near the lines involving the F 1 ground state [21] , which cannot support a hexadecapole moment (PM of rank are absent for states with 2F ). The different shapes of the quadrupole and hexadecapole spectra near the F 2 transition group require further analysis.
Light-intensity dependences of the resonance amplitudes are shown in with independent pumping, evolution in a magnetic field, and probing, in which to lowest order, the quadrupole and hexadecapole moments are first ( 2 / I pump ) and second order ( 4 / I 2 pump ) in light intensity, respectively. The component of the signal due to the induced optical rotation in the probe beam proportional to the quadrupole moment goes as I probe 2 , while that proportional to the hexadecapole moment goes as I 2 probe 4 . The intensity dependences predicted by this model, as well as the periodicity of the signals with respect to Larmor precession and the relative widths of the resonances, match the observations from the experiment, in which a single beam serves as pump and probe. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the resonance widths on power at a fixed magnetic field. While both the quadrupole and hexadecapole resonances exhibit power broadening, it is much less pronounced in the latter case. This is important for applications such as magnetometry because it allows operation at higher light powers with better statistical sensitivity [22] . In the zero-power limit, we find that the resonance widths for the two types of resonances tend to values near 1 G with ratio B q =B h 0:944. The ratio of these widths should be twice the ratio of the light-independent relaxation rates for the PM with 2 and 4 [23] . Thus, we find that the light-independent relaxation rate for the quadrupole is a factor of 0:472 smaller than that of the hexadecapole. Relaxation of the PM in our experiment is dominated by the residual relaxation on the paraffin-coated cell walls and spinexchange collisions between Rb atoms. The electron-randomization collision model (see, for example, [24] ), predicts that the quadrupole moment relaxes at a rate 3=8 that of the hexadecapole moment, which relaxes at the electron-randomization rate. Thus, the observed ratio of the widths is close to the expected.
In conclusion, we have developed and applied a technique for the study of high atomic polarization moments, allowing their selective creation and detection via corresponding well-resolved resonances. The study of the highest-rank PM signals supported by a given system is important for the applications of this technique in Earth field magnetometry [14] . This is because energy separation for Zeeman sublevels with M 2F of the F I 1=2 states of the alkali atoms is linear in the magneticfield, while separations between other sublevels are generally nonlinear due to magnetic-field mixing of states of different F.
Future work will explore the extension of the technique to separated pump and probe light beams and application to higher angular-momentum states. This will allow further optimization of the selective control of multipole moments and will elucidate the exact mechanisms responsible for the nonlinear light-atom interactions involved at the pump and the probe stages. Specifically, we will explore the role of conversion of the high-rank moments into alignment and orientation under the combined action of the magnetic field and the light shifts, which can be of crucial importance in nonlinear optical rotation [7, 16, 25, 26] . Another possible extension of the present method is into the domains of nuclear physics and applications of nuclear magnetic resonance where highorder nuclear PM and coherences are of great importance [27, 28] .
